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Introduction: Linguists have long used similarities in vocabu
lary to order languages for preliminary purposes/ but the bulk of
their attention has been properly directed towards the complex
problems of form and structure and the establishment of historical
relationships. Recently, however, their attention has been' directed
back to basic vocabulary comparisons through the researches of
Morris Swadesh' and Robert B. Lees.'

Swadesh discovery of a relatively constant rate in vocabula
ry change was unexpected to him, and to other linguists, as well,
since it was generally believed that some languages change much
more slowly than others. Involved also in the discovery was the
process of "stimulus diffusion" described by Kroeber. To quote
Swadesh:

The fact that fundamental vocabulary changes at a constant rate was
discovered accidentally, but carbon dating was the specific stimulus for
the research which brought it forth. For it was the achievements of
radiocarbon dating which led the author four years ago [1948] to undertake
studies of rate of 'vocabulary change. His only expectation at that time
was to find an approximate maximum rate of changef

In the meantime he had set out to order the dialects of Salish
in Washington, Oregon, and British Columbia, on the basis of com
parative vocabularies collected long ago by Boas. He worked out
simple statistical constants (based on percentages of vocabulary

1 A contribution from the Philippine Study Program recently established
in Chicago with the aid of the Carnegie Corporation. Fred Eggan conceived
the project and did the preliminary analysis; Fox and Sibley developed it
to its present state and did all the basic comparisons and computations,
the conclusions have been worked out jointly. .>' ~ '".

2 The famous Powell classification of North American. Indian languages
was worked out essentially on this basis.

3 Morris Swadesh, "Lexico-statistic Dating of Prehistoric Ethnic Con
tacts," Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 96, No. 4
1952, pp. 452-463; and "S alish Internal Relationships." International Journal
of American Linguistics, Vol. 16, No.4, 1950, pp, 157-167, are his basic papers.

4 Robert B. Lees, "The Basis .of Glottochronology," Language, Vol. 29,
No.2, 1953. pp. 113-127.

5 Swadesh, M. "Lexico-statistic Dating of Prehistoric Ethic Contacts," pp.
453-54.
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in common and using rates of change established for English) by
which the relative relationships of the dialects of Salish to one
another could be stated. The results agreed well with his observa
tions on similarities in linguistic structure, and on the geograph
ical distribution of the dialects," This encouraged furtherresearch
on the rate of change, additional comparisons of various languages
and dialects, and studies of the statistical basis for the constants.

During the past months we have applied these techniques to
the interpretation of the complex and confused linguistic situation
in Northern Luzon. All Philippine languages belong to the Malayo
Polynesian or Austronesian stock and to the Indonesian or the
western group. Basic similarities within the Philippines' have led
Scheerer' and others to assume a "Philippine Group" of languages,
to which may possibly be added some of the North Borneo lang
uages," But beyond an enumeration and listing of major languages
and dialects in the Philippines, no systematic comparisons have
been made by which to classify them into groups and subgroups
on the basis of modern linguistic criteria.

In Northern Luzon Beyer" has recognized an "Iloko group," to
which Conklin" has recently added some possible members. Dyen's
studies in the central Philippines and Pittman's in Mindanao should
give us an ordering of these areas in the near future. Within the
"Iloko group" a number of attempts have been made to establish
further divisions, either on a phonetic basis or in terms of general
impressions. Thus Beyer early suggested an east-west division of
IfI and lv/in groups on the eastern side of the Cordillera Cen
tral; and Barton placed pagan Ifugao, Bontok and Kankanay to
gether with Christian Iloko in one group, and pagan Nabaloy and
Kalinga with Christian Pangasinan in another, noting that "tl
differences between languages of the same group is comparab

6 Swadesh, M. "Salish Internal Relationships," pp. 157-67.
7 Scheerer, Otto, IIThe- Batan Dialect as a Member ·of .the Philippine

Group of Languages," Publications of the Bureau 'of Science, Division oi
Ethnology. Vol. X, Pt. I, Manila, 1908.

8 Rutter, Owen, The Pagans of North Borneo, London, Hutchinson & Co.,
1929.

9Beyer, H. Otley, Population of the Philippine Islands in 1916, Manila,
1917.

10 Conklin, H., Outline Gazetteer of Native .Philippine Ethnic and Lin
guistic Groups. Hectographed, 1952.
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to that between Spanish and Italian, while languages of different
groups compare about as Spanish and French.'?'

Before summarizing and discussing our own results, it will be
useful to indicate our procedures and minor modifications of the
Swadesh techniques. The details of the method and its statistical
justifications can be found in the papers of Swadesh and Lees cited
above.

Method and Procedure: This study had its origin in an in
terest in defining the position of Sagada in relation to Lepanto
(Northern Kankanay) on the one hand, and the Bontok region. on
the other. The availability of Father Vanoverbergh's comparative
vocabularies" for a .number of Northern Luzon languages led to
preliminary experiments using his basic list, which included some
85 words from the Swadesh "test vocabulary." Since these two
series correlated very well, we went ahead with more detailed and
comprehensive comparisons.

Seventeen languages from Central and Northern Luzon (see
the accompanying Map for their distributions) were selected for
comparisons of basic vocabulary. Geographical and cultural cri
teria, in addition to availability of lexical lists, were primary fac
tors in the selection of the languages to be compared. We are
particularly grateful for Father Vanoverbergh's vocabularies; with
out them the study would be fragmentary indeed. The linguistic
terms used in the comparison were obtained from the following
sources:

Language (Specific Area) Source
Tagalog Vanoverbergh (1937)

Conklin (1951)
Pampangan (Apalit) Fox (1949)
Sambal (Botolan) Fox (1947)
Pangasinan Austria Macaraeg (1898)

Cosgaya (1865)
Ibaloy (Itogon) Vanoverbergh (1937)

Scheerer (1908 )
Kankanay (Banco) Vanoverbergh (1933, 1937)
Bontok (Bontok) Vanoverbergh (1937)

Scheerer (1908)
Sagada Eggan (1950)

Vanoverbergh (1937)
lfugao (Kiangan) Scheerer (1908)

11Barton, R. F., The Half-way Sun. New York. 1930, pp. 29-30.
12Vanoverbergh, Morice, Some Undescribed Languages of Northern Lu

zon, Nijmegan, 1937.
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Kalinga..l
Kalinga-2
Iloko

Tinguian
Isneg

Ibanag

Gaddang
Ilongot

(Lubuagan)
(Balbalasan)

(Pefiarrubia)
(Kabugao)

(Bayombong.)
(Kadiyakan)
(Dibutunan)

Vanoverbergh (1937)
Richardson (1935)
Vanoverbergh (1937)
Scheerer (1908)
Eggan (1935)
Vanoverbergh (1937)
Fox (1946)
Vanoverbergh (193.7)
Scheerer (1908)
Fox (1946)
Vanoverbergh (1937)
Fox (1948)

A basic vocabulary of 197 items was finally. compiled by the
'authors ;0£ these 106 items appear also in the Swadesh list. The
wordlist is reproduced below with the items included in the Swa
desh "test vocabulary" indicated by asterisks. Some items in the
Swadesh list do not occur in the Philippine environment or have
ambiguous reference; others were not available in a sufficientnum
her or wordlists to be useful for our purposes. Our preliminary
experiments indicated that this did not cause a serious .dlstortion,
however.

*afraid (fear), *all, anus, ~"ashes) arrive, *back (of person), bad, bear
(a child), beautiful, *belly, body) born, breast (of woman), bring (carry in
hand), broken jars, *bury) cheap, chest, *child" ~:cloud, coat (jacket), *cold
(chilly), companion, crooked, cry (weep), deer) *die, difficult, *dig, dili
gent)' dirty, *dog) don't, don't like (dislike), *drink, *dry, dwell, *ear,
*earth, easy, *eat) eel, *egg, ~'''eight, eleven, expensive, 1:eye>, face, *far,~

*farther, fence, finger) *fire, first, *fish, "five, "flower, follow, *foot,
*forest (woods), forget, ~~f6ur, friend, girl (maiden), '~':give, gQ,*good,
*guts, *hair (head), *hand, *he (she, it), *head, 1:heart, '':heavy,*here, high
(tall), *hot (warm of weather), house; *how? (manner), how many?, *1,
knee, *knQw (a fact), ~"leaf, *left (side), ~:leg, *liver, *laugh, like,' *large (big),
light (iJ.J. weight), male, *man (person), *many) mat (sleeping), moon, *mo
ther, 1:mountain) ~:moi.1th, my, 1:neck, *night, *nine) *no; *nose; now,
~':near) old man, old womanv vone, once, *other (different), our (excl.), our
(incl.), penis; quick, 1:red, remember, rice (husked), rice -field (wet), *river,
1:road (way), roof (of house), *root, run) ~:salt, *sand, *say, *sea, second,
*seven;shameful (shame), *short, ~sibling, *six, 1:sky, *sleep} *small,~:snake)

snap (as a rope), space (under the house), "spouse, *$tar) *stone, ~:straighti

strong, *sun, sweet, *sun, sweet, *ten testicles, the (article of the common
noun), *their, there (near addressee), *there (far), *they, *three, there is,
there is none «none), *this, tired, tomorrow, 1:tongue, *t.Qoth, to them, to
us (excl.) to you (pl.). .town, tree (wood), "twenty, twice, *two; urinate; vul
va, 1:walk, '/:.water, *we (excl.), we (incl.), we (you and I), weak, *wet, *what?,
*where?, *who?, why?, widow' (widower), wild boar, *woman) *word (speech),
*year, yes, yesterday, *you (sing.) yoU (pl.), young man, your (sg.)
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Our 'procedure was to compare each of the 136 possible pair
ing of languages (e.g., Iloko-Isneg, Bontok-Sagada, Isneg-Ibanag,
etc.) in terms of the available vocabulary items. Large tabular
sheets were llsed for this analysis, the English equivalents being
listed vertically and the language pairs horizontally. For each
English entry, the Philippine language equivalents were compared
for all 136 language pairs in order to discover if the terms in each
pair were cognate or non-cognate (cognate terms also included
those terms 'borrowed" from one language to another during the
period of assumed separation).

Word comparisons were based on established sound corres
pondences, metathesis, assimilation, reduction and reduplication.
The transcriptions in the wordlists were based upon phonetic prin
ciples; hence it was necessary to partially phonemicise the seven
teen languages compared. This was accomplished rather easily for
the consonants, but the phonemic pattern for vowels is not com
pletelycertain. We do not believe, however, that this has intro
duced' any serious distortions.

With these operations completed, the comparisons were re
duced to a table of percentages of cognate forms in common (s~e

Table II). Here for each comparison, we indicated the number of
items compared. This is important in evaluating the reliability of
the' results, since the probable error will vary with the 'number of
items compared. Thus, the Gaddang comparis.ons are less reliable
than others since the Gaddang list was considerably smaller.

For tentative dating of the time of separation of two languages,
or dialects, we have utilized the statistical constants and formu
lae developed by Swadesh and Lees. Their calculations indicate
that on the average a language will retain 81% of its basic vocabu
lary after 1,000 years. The changes. 'which take place in languages
are assumed to be independent; hence two languages separated
for 1,000 years will have approximately 66% of their basic vocab
ulary in common (81 % of 81% ).

Utilizing this constant, and using' 1940 for the IIethnological
present" we have calculated the .approximate time values for the
assumed separation of the Northern Luzon languages one from an
other. We have not calculated the limits of 'error involved, since
we hope to perfect our use of the method with larger samples, but
Lees' calculations suggest a "probable error" of around 10% at a
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time depth of 1,000 years. Table I gives the results of our com
parisons expressed in terms of separation dates.

The authors of this paper are fully aware of the general and
specific qualifications which need to be made before these figures
can be utilized as actual dates. But in the relative absence of
archeological chronology in Northern Luzon we think they are of
the greatest value as working hypotheses for giving us a prelimi
nary indication of our time scale for this important region. For
those who prefer to utilize the percentages of vocabulary in com
mon, it is also possible to draw far-reaching conclusions, as Swa
desh's analysis of the Salish dialects indicates.

Preliminary Conclusions: We have time to indicate only our
most general conclusions, since the study is still in progress.

( 1) Our comparisons indicate that the great majority of the
languages of Northern Luzon, with the possible exception of Ilongot,
belong together in a single group. For this grouping we propose
the name "Northern Luzon Type" in place of the earlier "Iloko
Type." This latter term implies an ancestral status for Ilokano
with reference to other related Northern Luzon languages, which
is not justified by the evidence so far.

(2) Within the Northern Luzon Type, there are a number of
subgroupings. Tentatively we propose the following groupings and
languages for this type:

Northern Luzon Type

A. Northern Division
(1) Iloko
(2) Tinguian
(3) Isneg
(4) Ibanag
(5) Gaddang

B. Central Division
(1) Kankanay
(2) Bontok
(3) Kalinga
(4) Ifugao

c. Southern Division
(1) Ibaloy
(2) Pangasinan

D. Southeastern Division
(1) Ilongot
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The majority of these languages share from 40-80% of their
vocabulary, when compared one with another. The relationship
of Ilongot to all other groups ranges below 40%, with the excep
tion of Gaddang and Pangasinan, but in its structure Ilongot be
longs with the Northern Luzon Type, as against the Central Luzon
languages. Pangasinan likewise has its closest relationships with
Ibaloy and Tinguian, a situation intelligible in terms of its earlier
distribution before the Ilokano expansion, but it also has moder
ately close relationships to Sambal and Tagalog. Pampangan, on
the other hand, is quite distant from the majority of the Moun
tain Province languages, but relatively close to Tagalog, and to a
lesser extent, to Sambal,

(3) Within Northern Luzon these tables allow us to formu
late more precise working hypotheses in our study of individual
groups. That Bontok, for example, shares about 80%0£ its basic
vocabulary with Kankanay, with an indicated time separation of
less than 600 years, suggests strongly that these two groups were
one linguistically around 1400 A.D. and presumably shared in a
common culture. The Sagada relationships, somewhat erratic in
character, are probably to be explained in terms of a relatively late
settlement of the region by families from several areas. The rela
tionship of Ilokano and Tinguian, postulated by Cole as being re
latively close, is confirmed by 73% common vocabulary and an indi
cated date of separation somewhere around 1200 A.D.

(4) When parallel, or superior, information is available for
other regions of the Philippines, the nature of the relationship of
northern to central and southern languages can be more closely
stated. Ultimately, it may be possible to- get a working conception
of the time of separation" from the Asiatic mainland, utilizing Be
nedict's studies of Indochinese languages",

13Benedict, Paul, "Thai Kadai and Indonesian: A New Realignment in
Southeast Asia," American Anthropologist, Volume 44, t942.
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